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T
his Guide is intended to help all those 
involved in making it easier for people to 
build their own home in England - from local 
authority planning and housing o!cials 

and their elected members, to housing associations, 
developers and self build community groups. 
 "e Guide is not intended to be prescriptive. 
Each area or site will have its own particular set 
of circumstances, so each will require a bespoke 
approach.
 "e Guide therefore provides some pointers and 
ideas as to how the subject could be approached and, 
above all, it aims to inspire action to grow the self build 
sector.
 "is is the first edition of the Guide, which is 
intended to be a ‘living document’ that will be updated 
regularly with examples of new, emerging policies and 
practices.

Methodology
  
"e Guide is informed by a series of six regional 
workshops that took place with local authorities 
and industry representatives across the country. 
A National Self Build Summit, organised by the 
Department for Communities and Local Government 
in association with the Local Government Association 
and the National Self Build Association in October 
2012, also provided useful input, particularly in 
relation to potential larger scale self build initiatives.

Terminology

Custom Build Housing or Self Build Housing?

Until recently the process of building your own home 
was almost universally referred to as ‘self-build’ and 
this has become a well-recognised term by both 
consumers and the development sector.
 "e Government’s Housing Strategy for England 
introduced the term ‘custom build housing’ which 
can be defined as: “Homes built or commissioned by 
individuals or groups of individuals for their own use, 
either by building the home on their own or working 
with builders.”
 Both terms are correct. However, increasingly 
‘custom build’ is being used to more accurately reflect 
the variety of ways in which people can have their 
own home built for them, while ‘self build’ is used 
to describe homes which are largely built as a DIY 
project.
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Foreword

A
s you will know, 
there’s a real 
revolution taking 
place in the self 

build sector just now.  "e 
Government’s new Housing 
Strategy for England, together 
with the National Planning 
Policy Framework, and a 
huge amount of promotion 
and encouragement are all 
designed to make it a lot easier for more people to 
build their own homes.
 At present fewer than 14,000 homes a year are built 
by self builders – roughly ten per cent of all our new 
housing. Yet in most other countries the proportion is 
around half. 

 In the near future the Government wants to 
see a doubling in output – making it a much more 
‘mainstream’ way to own a new home for many people.
 I’d like to see us become a nation of self builders – 
like the Germans, the Australians, or the Dutch. What 
if each household in the UK had the option to buy a 
modest plot of land and build their own place, with 
support and encouragement from the public sector? 
What if people like you could help us deliver a range 
of sites with fully serviced slabs, ready for an army of 

self builders to construct their homes? What if there 
was a new spirit of collaboration between planners, 
communities and the construction industry?
 I believe the result would be inspirational. We’d see 
more custom designed homes that reflect where they 
are. "ey’d be built to higher standards and to a better 
quality. We’d see people sharing skills, and saving 
money. We’d see neighbours working together on 
community self build schemes, and local construction 
economies thriving.  We’d certainly see more energy 
e!cient buildings that embrace the latest green 
technologies.
 You may think this is impossible, but it’s already 
happening in some local authorities. You may think 
that you have to micro-manage the planning system, 
and that self builders can’t be trusted to deliver great 
homes. But the evidence is quite the opposite.
 Where planners have acted as enablers, some 
wonderful self build developments have been 
undertaken both abroad, and in one or two places, 
here in the UK too.
 Self build is often seen as a di!cult and self 
sacrificing process. But with the right research 
and preparation, and with encouragement from 
enlightened planners, it can be a really enjoyable and – 
on collective schemes – a really empowering process.
 I’ve always believed that planning isn’t about 
stopping people from doing things; at its best it’s about 
enabling people to do things.
 So I’d urge you to read this Guide and do 
everything you can to support the millions of people 
in the UK that want to build their own homes.

Kevin McCloud
Self Build Industry Champion
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Introduction

A
t present around one in ten of all the 
new homes delivered in the UK is a self 
build. Figures for 2010/11 suggest that 
nationwide we build about 14,000 homes 

a year this way. "e proportion of self builds varies 
markedly around the UK. For example there are 
hotspots in Northern Ireland where one in three 
homes are custom built. A high proportion of homes 
are also constructed this way in South Wales, the Fens, 
Cornwall, the East Midlands and the Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland.
  
  Although we currently deliver 10% of our homes 
this way, the UK still lags well behind other developed 
countries – in most of continental Europe about half 
of all the homes are custom built.  
  
  "e Government wants to double the size of the 
sector over the next decade so that custom built 

homes become a ‘mainstream’ source of housing. It is 
keen on growing the sector for the following reasons:
  • It is important to the national economy (it’s value  
 is estimated at £3+billion per year)
 • It makes an important contribution to housing  
 output, and creates an opportunity to diversify   
 housing supply
 • "ere is growing public demand for this type of  
 housing (according to a Building Societies   
 Association survey 53% of the population would like  
 a self build home at some stage in their lives) 
 • It protects/creates local jobs and strengthens   
 local supply chains in the construction sector (each  
 self build sustains two construction jobs)
 • It o#ers choice and is often better value for   
 money
 • It reflects the Government’s Localism ambitions
 • It can provide opportunities to achieve a diverse  
 mix of housing in both urban and rural areas.

The different types of Self or Custom Build Housing

There are a number of ways in which self builders can procure and construct their own home.
For each the level of involvement of the home owner can vary significantly.

1. Contractor Built one-off Home
This is the most common form of self build. Here the home owner manages the design process including finding the 
land, hiring an appropriate consultant, and securing planning and building regulations approval. About half of all owners 
then hire a main contractor to do all the construction work; the other half project manage the construction phase and 
hire various sub-contractors to do the work.  The owner might also do some of the simpler tasks such as decorating. 
Approximately two thirds of self builds are currently carried out this way.

2. Self-Built one-off Home
Here the owner follows a similar route to the method outlined above except that they then do virtually all of the 
construction work themselves. This is popular with people who want to take ‘a hands on’ approach and may already have 
experience of self build. This method currently accounts for 10-15% of all self build projects

3. Kit or Package Home
The owner finds the plot of land and then works with a kit home company to finalise the plans. The kit company then 
supply and erect the house. Sometimes the self builder just has a watertight shell built, and then does the fitting out work 
themselves.

4. Developer Built one-off Home
Here the owner finds a developer with a site and a design that meets their requirements, and the developer then builds it 
out for them.

5. Supported Community Self build
Here a group of people come together to share their skills and build a number of houses collectively. The group will 
normally all work on everyone’s house until completion. Often these schemes include training to boost the participant’s 
knowledge of building. Some community groups form themselves and some are co-ordinated by housing associations or 
other agencies. Over the last 20 years there have been almost 100 such schemes.

6. Independent Community Collaboration
Here a group is formed to acquire a larger site which is split into individual plots. They then organise the design and 
construction of their own home, sometimes collaborating with others to, for example, order materials in bulk. This is a 
common approach in Continental Europe, but is currently relatively rare in the UK. However, it is expected to grow in 
popularity.

7. Developer/Contractor led Group Project
A developer/contractor finds a suitable site then seeks a number of self build clients and builds the homes to their 
specification under contract. Often the developer provides an option to just build a watertight shell, so the owner can 
‘self finish’.  An alternative arrangement is for the developer to offer serviced plots which are sold ‘off plan’ with a design 
and build contract. This is a new approach to the UK, however it is common in other countries and is expected to grow in 
popularity here.
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T
he impetus to 
encourage more 
self build can be 
traced back to July 

2011, when the Self Build 
Government-Industry 
Working Group published 
its report –  An Action Plan 
to promote the growth of 
self build housing. !is 
document identified 
a range of challenges 
holding back the growth 
of the industry including 
two important issues: 

 • "at national and local planning policy did little  
 to encourage self build housing.  • "at the planning process is overly complex,   
 risk averse and has become far too bureaucratic. 

Since then three key pieces of policy have collectively 
created a legislative framework to facilitate more self 
build:
 
 • Laying the Foundations – A Housing   
 Strategy for England (November 2011)
 • National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
 (March 2012)
 • Localism Act (November 2011) 

Laying the Foundations: A Housing Strategy 
for England

"is document sets clear 
objectives to promote the 
growth of the custom build 
homes sector over the next 
decade so that it becomes a 
mainstream housing option.
"e key points outlined in 
the Strategy commit the 
Government to:

•  Ask Councils  to 
establish the demand for 
custom build housing 
in their area, and 
take positive steps to 

facilitate it •  Maximise opportunities for
 custom home builders to access land by releasing it
 as part of the Government’s accelerated public   
 land disposals programme

 • Promote larger scale locally-planned custom   
 build home developments
 • Continue to work closely with industry to   
 establish a one-stop-shop for advice and   
 support to would-be custom home builders,   
 helping them to take the first steps in building   
 their futures
 • Support the appointment of a custom homes   
 champion to raise greater public awareness of   
 the benefits of custom home building
 • Make up to £30m available to provide short-  
 term project finance to the sector on a    
 repayable basis

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

"e NPPF implements 
the Housing Strategy’s 
commitment to ask councils 
to plan for self build 
development. Under the 
NPPF, local planning 
authorities are encouraged 
– for the first time – to take 
a proactive stance towards 
self build and to plan, 
monitor and facilitate its 
delivery.

"ere are two ways 
in which this should be 
undertaken:

1. In terms of Plan Making, local authorities are   
 charged (see para. 159) with preparing a   
 Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)  
 to assess their full housing needs (working   
 cross boundary where appropriate) to identify   
 the scale and mix of housing and the range of   
 tenures that the local population is likely to
 need over the plan period which addresses the   
 need for all types of housing, including “people   
 wishing to build their own homes”.

 Having assessed this need, the Framework asks   
 local authorities to prepare a Strategic Housing   
 Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) to   
 establish realistic assumptions about the
 availability, suitability and likely economic   
 viability of land to meet the identified housing   
 need over the plan period. As such, the SHLAA   
 will need to take account of the established
 needs of people who wish to build their own   
 homes.

Policy Context 
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2. "e NPPF asks local planning authorities (para   
 50) to use their evidence base to ensure that their  
 Local Plan fully meets the assessed needs for 
 market and a#ordable housing in the area. "is   
 should include; 

  • "e delivery of a wide choice of high quality  
  homes
  • Widening the opportunities for home   
  ownership
  • Creating sustainable, inclusive and mixed   
  communities
  • Planning for a mix of housing based on   
  current and future demographic trends,   
  market trends and the needs of di#erent   
  groups in the community, including “people   
  wishing to build their own homes”
NPPF Reference  Self Build Implications

Para 28 – Local planning policies should take a positive approach 
to sustainable new development in rural areas by supporting the 
sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business and 
enterprise, both through conversion of existing buildings and well 
designed new buildings.

The clear steer that local planning authorities should promote 
sustainable development, particularly in rural areas, presents 
excellent prospects for self build, particularly where there are 
opportunities to extend existing settlements and/or opportunities 
for the redevelopment and conversion of existing buildings.

Para 51 – Local planning authorities should identify and bring 
back into residential use empty housing and buildings and 
normally to approve planning applications for change to 
residential use and any associated development from commercial 
buildings, where there is an identified need for additional 
housing.

This positive approach to housing provides opportunities for self 
build.

Para 54 – In rural areas, local planning authorities should be 
responsive to local circumstances and plan housing development 
to reflect local needs, particularly for affordable housing, 
including through rural exception sites, where appropriate. Local 
planning authorities are asked in particular to consider whether 
allowing some market housing would facilitate the provision of 
significant additional affordable housing to meet local needs.

Self build is particularly popular in rural areas at present, mainly 
because of the shortage of housing in these areas. There are 
therefore significant opportunities to facilitate self build in 
such locations, possibly as part of affordable provision on rural 
exception sites.

Para 55 – Isolated homes in the countryside are permissible 
where there are special circumstances, such as where the 
development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and 
lead to an enhancement of the immediate setting.

This positive approach to housing provides opportunities for self 
build.

Para 193 – Local planning authorities should publish a list of 
their information requirements for applications, which should be 
proportionate to the nature and scale of development and should 
only request supporting information when it is relevant and 
necessary to the application in question.

Extensive information requirements can significantly affect a 
self builder’s budget. Self build is typically small in scale and 
local authorities should therefore avoid asking for significant 
information to be submitted with a planning application.

Para 199 – That local planning authorities should consider 
using Local Development Orders to relax planning controls for 
particular areas or categories of development.

Consideration could be given to the use of LDOs to create 
greater certainty for the delivery of self build

Para 203 – Planning obligations should only be used where it is 
not possible to address unacceptable impacts through a planning 
condition.

Planning obligations for self build should be commensurate to 
the nature and scale of development. In most cases viability will 
be a critical consideration for self builders who are typically on 
tight budgets. Local authorities should therefore be sensitive to 
the imposition of conditions and, where necessary, obligations.

Para 206 – Planning conditions should only be imposed where 
they are necessary, relevant to planning and to the development 
to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other 
respects.

Planning conditions for self build should be reasonably related to 
the nature of development.

"e NPPF makes a number of other provisions in 
relation to the delivery of housing, which are relevant 
to planning for self build development. "ese include 
matters relating to the application of reasonable 
planning conditions and Section106 obligations and 
the potential use of Local Development Orders.

"e NPPF is therefore asking local authorities to do 
the following things in relation to self build:

 • Identify housing need through the SHMA  
  and land through the SHLAA
  • Use the evidence base to support policies   
  which facilitate self build, taking account of   
  local circumstances.
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Neighbourhood Planning 

Neighbourhood Planning forms a key part of the 
Localism Agenda, and it is an approach that is 
supported by the NPPF. "e Government considers 
that local people should have the power to shape 
their surroundings through the preparation of 

neighbourhood plans that set 
out a positive vision for their 
area. "ese plans can also play 
a key role in facilitating more 
self build development locally. 
 Neighbourhood plans 
should generally conform 
with the strategic policies 
in the Local Development 
Plan, but can also identify 
specific areas of need or 
local priority. So they can 
create an opportunity 
to consider if there is a 
neighbourhood-level 

need for self build, and can 

control the location and quality of any new self build 
development that is proposed.
  Neighbourhood planning also gives communities 
the right to grant planning permission for certain 
types of development through Neighbourhood 
Development Orders (NDOs). NDOs, in particular, 
enable communities to establish a transparent 
regulatory framework to shape the form and location 
of self build development.  
  Community Right to Build Orders
also present significant 
opportunities for communities 
to bring forward self build 
developments without the 
need for a conventional 
planning application to the 
local 
planning authority. 
  Collectively these 
measures can be used 
to promote self build 
development and to 
help communities bring 
forward their own 
neighbourhood-level self 
build schemes.

Neighbourhood planning enables communities to identify self build opportunities
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Development Plan Preparation

T
his section considers how ‘demand’ can 
be assessed and then looks at a range of 
possible policy approaches that could be 
adopted.

Assessment

Extensive work has been undertaken with local 
authorities that have begun to look at ways of planning 
for self build. "is revealed that there is currently a lack 
of robust evidence to demonstrate local demand for self 
build. 
  "e NPPF places much greater emphasis on 
responsiveness to locally specific issues and the very 
nature of self build is that demand will inevitably vary 
from area to area.
  Given the relatively limited extent of examples 
available at present, it is likely that the scope and nature 
of evidence gathering will evolve as it is pursued and 
tested through the planning process. In the short term, 
therefore, it will be up to each authority to establish 
what evidence can and should be used as the basis for 
any policy.
  "e guidance in relation to Strategic Housing 
Market Assessments (SHMA) (2007) provides an 
established best practice position in terms of the 
production of an evidence base to support planning 
policy, and this approach has been used in the 
production of this guidance.

The role of the Strategic Housing Market 
Assessments (SHMAs) in Planning for Self 
Build Development

Housing markets are dynamic and complex, so strategic 
housing market assessments cannot provide definitive 
estimates of housing need, demand and market 
conditions for self build or any other type of housing. 
"ey do, however, provide a valuable insight into the 
way housing markets operate now and are likely to 
operate in the future, which can pick up emerging 
trends, such as demand for self build. 
  SHMAs have to be su!ciently robust to provide 
an evidence base on which to formulate planning and 
housing policy. "e outputs of a SHMA usually include:

  • Estimates of current dwellings in terms of size,  
  type, condition and tenure
  • Analysis of past and current housing market
  trends, including balance between supply and
  demand in di#erent housing sectors and price/   
  a#ordability
  • Description of key drivers underpinning the   
  housing market

  • Estimate of total future number of households,  
  broken down by age and type, where possible
  • Estimate of current number of households in   
  housing need
  • Estimate of future households that will require  
  a#ordable housing
  • Estimates of future households requiring market  
  housing
  • Estimates of the size of a#ordable housing   
  required
  • Estimate of household groups who have   
  particular housing requirements e.g. families, older  
  people, key workers, black and minority ethnic   
  groups, disabled people, young people etc

  Best practice guidance identifies a number of 
processes which should be followed to ensure the 
findings are robust. "ere is scope within these 
processes to include consideration of self build.  
  SHMAs are often undertaken in collaboration. If self 
build is to be given specific consideration, this should 
be done in collaboration and agreement with any 
other parties who may form part of a Housing Market 
Partnership.

Types of Data

Existing SHMA guidance states that no one 
methodological approach or use of a particular dataset 
will result in a definitive assessment of housing need 
and demand. "e quality of evidence, rather than its 
nature, is the most important factor in determining 
whether an assessment is robust and credible. 
  In terms of appropriateness of evidence, there is 
scope to consider the use of a range of types of evidence 
to inform the SHMA.  Each authority will need to make 
a judgement as to what information is available and 
what is needed to provide a robust evidence base. 
  "ere may be su!cient general evidence of demand 
for self build through, for example, local expressions 
of interest, to justify a policy that aims to deliver more 
self build. However, it is likely that further evidence 
will be needed in relation to deliverability and detailed 
demand in order to justify an approach whereby self 

Housing Market Partnerships may include:    • County Councils  • Local Authorities  • Housing Associations  • House Builders  • Development Agencies  • Others
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build housing forms part of the 5 year (+20%) housing 
land supply.
  In order to build up evidence, it is likely that new 
primary data sources will need to be established. Such 
sources might include housing surveys to ascertain 
local interest in the sector. But, to be adequately robust, 
careful consideration will need to be given to their 
scope, such as the sample size and certainty as to the 
level of expressed interest.
  Although the collection of secondary data may 
be preferred to save time and resources, in the longer 
term, primary evidence is likely to provide a more 
robust evidence base.
  In the absence of available and reliable primary data 
it is likely that a combination of primary and secondary 
data sources will build a clear evidence base.
Typical sources of primary and secondary data 
sources are set out below.

  "ere are a variety of types of primary data and it 
is likely to be most appropriate for this to be defined 
at a local level, dependent upon a range of factors, 
including the availability of time and resource. 
Where these are more constrained and first hand 
survey data collection is not appropriate, it may 
be that less resource e!cient processes could be 
undertaken. For example; the establishment of a 
process for people to register an interest in self build 
at a local level. "e result of this feedback may inform 
the value of undertaking local survey work. 
  When undertaking a ‘call for interest’ exercise 
it may boost response levels if you highlight the 
potential for self build sites to be allocated.
  "e most robust approach is likely to be a ‘layered’ 
approach whereby a combination of primary and 
secondary sources are gathered to present an overall 
picture of demand.

Research Questions

"e best practice guidance on the production of a 
SHMA sets out a range of questions which might be 
used to obtain the key evidence, including:

  • "e balance between housing supply and   
  demand/need
  • "e scale of need and demand for    
  a#ordable housing
  • "e extent to which a#ordability and low   
  demand are also issues

Within these questions, consideration should 
be given to the housing requirements of specific 
household groups including “those wishing to build 
their own home” (i.e. self builders).

  SHMA guidance states that partnerships “should 
consider whether they need to supplement this 
framework with research questions that address 
particular local need of housing market area issues.” 
  "is may be a consideration in whether to pursue 
primary data collection at a local level, in which case, 
specific questions might also be asked about self build.

"ese questions may also need to be asked and 
compared at a national level to inform secondary 
data sources.

Secondary Data Primary Data

Potential Sources ‘Plot Finder’, ‘Plot Search’ or other building plot 
search websites

Enquiries for building plots from local estate agents
National comparative trends data, where available

Regional VAT reclaim data on self builds

Local Surveys
Questionnaires

Call for interest in self building

Potential Pitfalls Lack of locally specific data sets
Unlikely to capture a complete picture of demand in 

an area
Inability to capture strength of interest Accuracy of 

results

Ability to capture an accurate 
and adequately broad sample

Time and resource intensive at a 
local level

Accuracy of results

Likely Benefits Cost and resource efficient
Provide basis for commissioning primary data

Locally specific information

Planning for Custom Build Housing – A Practice Guide

 Standard survey questions might include:

   • What are the housing requirements for   
   self  build/self builders?
   • What is the scope for addressing the   
   demand for self builders?
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Undertaking Research

"e responses to research questions should be 
considered as part of the evidence base and analysed 
along with other data.
  Current housing demand is hard to quantify, and 
future demand even more di!cult. It is therefore 
acceptable if data does not pin down specific details, but 
enables the identification of high level messages about 
key trends, to which future policies need to respond.
  Local authorities will be able to use this data to 
identify local trends and the demand there is for self 
build in their area. "is evidence can be used to inform 
whether there is a specific requirement for self build 
policy.

Collection of Evidence

"e requirements for self build falls most 
appropriately in the category of ‘Housing 
requirements of specific household groups’. 
Best practice allows for the gathering of specific 
information in relation to identified groups, so this 
should apply to self builders.
  "ere are various evidence sources that can be 
used to gather data on certain types of households 
–  for example census data. "ese established data 
sources are unlikely to cover information on the 
need or demand for self build. It will therefore be 
necessary to consider whether specific surveys 
to assess the appetite for self build should be 
undertaken. "ese could be focussed on the 
following:
  
  • Identification of people/groups with an   
  interest/intention to pursue self build
  • Identifying where these people live and   
  whether they currently work in the area (or   
  whether they have a desire to live/work in the   
  area if they are not currently)
  • Assessing the interest in specific types of self  
  build development to define the level and   
  nature of demand

"e challenge of survey work is securing an accurate 
and adequate sample frame and the resource for 
achieving this. 
  "e need for self build as a market option might 
also be informed by information on house prices, 
market rent and income, and in particular entry 

level housing prices. It might also be informed by the 
demand for intermediate housing and key worker 
housing, as self build can relieve some of the local 
pressure on social housing.

The Use of Consultation

Engagement with local communities is a key part 
of the planning process and should be undertaken 
from the earliest stages of plan preparation. During 
any consultations with local communities it can 
therefore be helpful to ask specific questions to 
understand their views in relation to self build. "is 
could include specific questions in relation to self 
build on any consultation feedback form, or a stand 
alone questionnaire on self build.

Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessments (SHLAAs)

"e aim of a SHLAA is to:

  • Identify sites with the potential for housing
  • Assess their housing potential
  • Assess when they are likely to be developed

"e Assessment should aim to identify as many sites 
as possible for the delivery of homes, and it is likely 
to be the most appropriate means of identifying sites 
which might be capable of delivering self build.
  All Assessments are expected to be updated 
regularly as part of the annual monitoring process. 
"is review provides an opportunity to incorporate 
sites suitable for self build as a specific means of 
housing provision. Once good evidence of self build 
demand is available it should inform the SHLAA.
A SHLAA needs to (as a minimum) deliver;
  
  • A list of sites (cross referenced to maps) 
  • An assessment of the deliverability/   
  developability of each of these sites
  • Identification of the potential quantity of   
  housing that could be delivered on each   
  site (or on windfall sites, where justified).
  • Constraints on the delivery of sites (and   
  how they can be overcome and when).

In identifying sites, there is the potential to include 
land which would be suitable for self build, and it may 
be that local authorities could choose to specifically 
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consider sites for self build as part of the SHLAA 
process.
  In order to achieve this, there is likely to be a need 
to understand whether self builders require a certain 
type of site. "is is likely to be locally specific, in 
which case it would need to be established through a 
local survey or registration of interest process.

Methodology

"e use of a standard methodology is advocated for 
SHLAAs, to ensure transparency and robustness 
in their preparation. Notwithstanding this, the 
approach can be adapted to include specific 
consideration of self build within this process.
"is might be undertaken as follows:

Planning for Custom Build Housing – A Practice Guide

  Consideration of self build sites
  • As with any other site
  • As a separate category
  • As a general housing site with particular   
  constraints
  Undertaking a specific ‘call for sites’
  • Relating specifically to potential self   
  build sites
  • Allowing di"erentiation of self build sites  
  from other housing sites in the SHLAA
  Updating of specific surveys, to assess
  • !e existence of potential self build sites
  • !e potential yield of sites
  • !e potential scale of development/level   
  of  provision against housing targets
  Adaptation of existing surveys:
  • To include consideration of self build
  • Either following an initial specific survey   
  or as part of the subsequent annual review
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A
ssuming the assessment process has 
identified a demand for self build, it will 
be important to consider what policies 
and initiatives might be appropriate to 

deliver this. 

Level 1: Planning Policy 
Approaches

"ere are a number of ways in which local planning 
policy approaches could be used to deliver self-build.

Larger Scale Planned Developments 

As part of the work the industry is undertaking 
to promote larger scale self build developments it 
organised two key events in October 2012.  
  "e first was ‘A Master Class on the Delivery 
of Europe’s Largest Self Build Community’ hosted 
by Cherwell District Council and supported by 

the Department for Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG) and the National Self Build 
Association (NaSBA). "e event focused on a new 
self build community just to the east of Amsterdam 
at Almere, which is delivering 3,000 self built homes 
with many available at a#ordable prices. "e event 
provided senior local authority planning and housing 
o!cers with a detailed description of the project and 
an understanding of how the principles and lessons 
learned could be applied in the UK.

  "e second event – organised by DCLG, NaSBA 
and the Local Government Association – was a Self 
Build Housing Summit, aimed at Council Leaders. 
"is event focused on what local authorities could 
do to encourage larger scale, locally-led self build 
developments. "e Minister for Housing, Mark 
Prisk MP, explained the Government’s custom build 
homes programme and the many initiatives that have 
been launched to encourage more self build housing.
  As part of the session the Council Leaders 
participated in a workshop which looked at how 
large scale self build communities could be delivered 
in the UK – in both rural and urban locations, and 
throughout the country – north to south.
!e key conclusions are summarised in the table 
opposite.
  "ere are other models of for large self build 
projects. For example a proposal might be developer 
led and marketed through their usual channels. 
Alternatively a scheme could come forward as 
collaboration between a developer and a local 
authority or an RSL. 

Policy Approaches to Planning for 
Custom Build Housing

Advantages:  • Provides a significant contribution towards   
  housing delivery
  • Makes self build a mainstream option  
Disadvantages:  • Potential land assembly issues
  • Complexity and potentially long lead-in times

Master Class at Cherwell – 15 October 2012

Local Authority Leaders Self Build Housing Summit, 
London – 16 October 2012
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Land Potential Action

How can councils 
play a key role in 
facilitating local self 
build development 
by overcoming land 
supply challenges?

Enable sustainable self build development on extensions to towns and villages, particularly on brownfield 
sites and through rural exception sites - local farmers are often willing to sell unused land to local people.

Consider self build opportunities as part of the regeneration of local housing estates and on Council 
assets, including empty buildings. Working with registered providers.

Proactively encourage sensitive re-use and redevelopment of empty homes though local authority asset 
disposal and by introducing policy.

Proactive neighbourhood plans can facilitate suitable, well designed, self build development locally 
without adversely impacting on local areas (neighbourhood plans should not be used to block 
development and can add real value to core strategies prepared by Councils).

Market housing can cross–subsidise more affordable self build development.

Finance

How can councils 
help finance self build 
developments?

Councils can create special purpose vehicles or engage in partnership funding through joint ventures 
with the private or third sector and the HCA. But they may need to be prepared to take some risks.

Engaging proactively with Community Land Trusts and Community Right to Build organisations.

Self build development can generate real income or return on Council land (leasehold options on 
serviced plots also present opportunities).

Council owned rolling funds which mirror the national Self Build Investment Fund can facilitate 
development and generate income.

Engagement with local lenders to facilitate self build mortgages should be encouraged.

£30m national fund should be publicised by Councils locally to encourage take up of funding and new 
projects coming forward.

Councils can offer low cost loans (repayable with interest) to self builders.

Regulation

How can councils 
ensure planning 
‘enables’ (rather than 
hinders) more self 
build development?

Be open to Section 106 renegotiations on stalled sites and consider off-setting some obligations against 
provision of self build development.

Use the planning system to facilitate development opportunities - not hinder it (role of local plan is key).

Members and officers should communicate more effectively to identify local opportunities for self build 
development and ensure that local policies don’t hold back sustainable self build homes.

Design Codes, possibly linked to local Development and Neighbourhood Development Orders, can be 
invaluable in managing the design of self build development and still give self builders the flexibility they 
need.

Councils should be open to Design Codes as part of planning applications for self build developments.

Marketing/Promotion

How can local 
authorities promote 
and encourage more 
self build?

‘Call to action’ by Councils to establish local need and demand for self build locally and establish what 
self build opportunities exist.

Ask local architects and designers to prepare schemes for Council-owned sites to increase value of 
assets and inform plans, proposals or potential disposal. (Perhaps through local competitions with small 
fee for winning scheme).

Engage with Parish Councils to alert them to the benefits of self build development locally (particularly 
where they are preparing Neighbourhood Plans)

Talk to local residents/community groups about self build demand locally and establish scope for 
promotion through local plans and policies.

Publicise local self build projects which have been successful.

Ways local authorities can potentially enable larger scale self build developments
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Lessons from Almere

One of the best examples of a large scale self built 
community is the Homeruskwartier area of Almere 
in "e Netherlands. "is is Europe’s largest self 
build development and it was the subject of a 
UK Government-Industry visit in summer 2012. 
Almere is the youngest city in "e Netherlands and 
is a community comparable to Milton Keynes. It is 
planned to double in size over the next 20 years and 
includes a 100 ha self-build zone where individual 
plots are made available ranging in size from 78 to 
1,501 m2. Some key lessons were identified by the UK 
delegation that visited Almere, which may help deliver 
similar schemes in this country:
    • A strong local authority vision and leadership is  
  required
  • Public land is critical to promote growth
  • Local authorities need to recognise the   
  potential of their land holdings, their capacity to  
  help support local housing need, and the
  opportunity self build a#ords to reduce social  
  housing costs (scope for Councils to act 
  as developers)
  • Master plan large sites through competitions  
  and enforce through light touch planning   
  regulation (with the use of Development   
  Orders linked to Design Codes to guide   
  development form, give certainty and reduce  
  consent times). Use ‘Plot Passports’ linked to sale  
  agreements, as purchasers and lenders want clear  
  information about any development conditions or  
  limits on their plot. An example of a Plot Passport  
  is included as an Appendix at the end of this guide
  • Demand for take-up is the key driver for success. 
  Marketing is essential to promote the o#er. "e
  master plan is a key marketing tool. Plot sales
  can be marketed in phases through a ‘plot shop’ in
  the Council o!ces (or through an agent) in   
  association with willing builders, contractors and
  enablers to provide a one-stop shop for self   
  builders (this approach also supports the local  
  economy)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  • Consider appointing a self build advisor to help  
  plot purchasers through the whole process. "is  
  needs to be someone who can  provide a clear cost  
  breakdown for self builders
  • "e number of non-completions is typically  
  low if the buyer’s financial standing is evaluated  
  at the outset. Long stop dates set build-out times  
  after which ownership is revoked; plots are then
  resold to other self builders or o#ered for build-out  
  by willing developers. Change of mind after plot  
  purchase is possible but can be managed through  
  swops and resales (with admin fees)
  • A good mix of housing and tenures is important  
  to respond to varying housing requirements
  • A management company may be needed  
  as the disposal of plots to individual self builders  
  can be onerous. But self builders are usually  
  prepared to pay significantly more for their plots  
  than a volume housebuilder would
  • Local authorities can o#er cheaper land/help
  with mortgages but can still make profit,
  particularly when cross-subsidising plot costs  
  to create opportunities for local people in need,
  or first time buyers (this can help kick-start local  
  housing markets)
  • Economic climate and the state of the housing  
  market can help support such approaches.   
  Self build is often seen as a market opportunity,  
  particularly where there is evidence of strong  
  local demand
  • Local authorities need to work with local  
  lenders to support their proposals
  • Government needs to support such initiatives,  
  but there is no need for central regulation
  • Need for a culture change to allow local   
  people to decide what sort of homes they want
  (self build creates entrepreneurship and empowers  
  citizens)
  • Housing Associations can play an important  
  partnering role to deliver schemes
  • "e process requires patience – there is unlikely  
  to be a quick financial return on land disposal
  • Lack of local awareness of self build    
  opportunities is not a reason to abandon the self  
  build housing model
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Allocation of Appropriate Sites

One way of delivering self build opportunities 
through the Local Plan is to allocate smaller sites with 
a preference for these to be built out for self build 
homes, either by a developer, community group or in a 
consortium arrangement. "ese could be sites that are 
less attractive to the volume house builders, but would 
meet the needs of self builders.

Targeted Provision

Under this option a generic policy is applied which 
requires a certain percentage of major housing 
development sites to be self build. For example, one 
approach being proposed by Teignbridge District 
Council is that on sites of more than 20 dwellings, 5% 
of plots should be made available to custom builders. 
"e draft policy includes:

  • A Design Code for groups of 10 or more custom  
  build dwellings, either drawn up by the local   
  authority or the developer
  • A requirement for custom build homes to be   
  completed within three years of purchase
  • Provisions for plots which have been marketed  
  unsuccessfully for 12 months to go on the open   
  market for sale, or to be built out by the developer

Self Build as Affordable Housing

Some authorities may wish to consider an approach 
that allows some of the quota of a#ordable housing 
required within a given development to be met 
by a#ordable self build plots, as an alternative to 
traditional a#ordable housing. 
  Initiatives like this could be delivered in 
partnership with an RSL or administrated by the 
developer. 
  Paragraph 54 of the NPPF states that “in rural 
areas…local planning authorities should be responsive 
to local circumstances and plan housing development 
to reflect local needs, particularly for a#ordable 
housing, including through rural exception sites where 
appropriate.” 
  A number of authorities are promoting the use 
of a#ordable self build on exception sites as this can 
provide a#ordable homes through a self build delivery 
mechanism. "is can be applied at a spatial scale 
appropriate to the settlement and the identified needs. 
  For example, Shropshire has adopted ‘Build Your 
Own A#ordable Home’ policies, whereby people in 
housing need are able to apply to build a house on land 
that would not normally be considered appropriate for 
housing i.e. an exception site. In this way people are able 
to take themselves out of housing need and become 
home owners at a much reduced cost. Shropshire has 
chosen to apply stringent criteria to qualify for these 
schemes. For example, the house must be less than100 
m2 (internal area) and legal agreements are required to 
ensure the house remains ‘a#ordable’ in perpetuity. 
  In Shropshire this policy appears to have been a 
success, providing 10% of the a#ordable housing in the 
area, with a steady stream of 20 to 25 homes per year 
coming forward.

Advantages:  • Facilitates planned self build where there are  
  no larger sites available  
  • Helps groups to find a site as they are not   
  competing with volume housebuilders  • Can meet locally identified small-scale need
Disadvantages:  • Finding willing land owners
  • Resource implications associated with the   
  need to reassess sites for this purpose  

Advantages:  • An easy to implement policy which does not  
  require the allocation of specific sites
  • Provides a steady provision of self build plots  • Plots would benefit from the provision of   
  infrastructure associated with larger housing   
  developments and percentage targets can be   
  adapted to meet local needs
Disadvantages:  • Policies of this type have yet to be tested   
  and could impact on other forms of housing   
  provision, such as a!ordable housing
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  "e exception site approach could be extended 
to provide a greater number of a#ordable homes by 
employing a number of delivery models –  for example 
the serviced plot model, or a group self build.  "e NPPF 
also makes clear that some market housing within 
exception sites can be appropriate where it would 
cross-subsidise the provision of significant a#ordable 
housing.   "is presents an ideal opportunity for local 
authorities to enable lower cost self build opportunities.

Infill Development

A significant number of local planning authorities 
already have an ‘infill’ policy which could support self 
build developments. "ese policies allow small scale 
development where it is within a gap between other 
developments. Authorities will want to set their own 
criteria against which to determine such development.
 

Edge of Settlement Sites

Councils could consider permitting small scale 
extensions around the edges of settlements to 
facilitate opportunities for self build development, 
particularly where such development constitutes 

infill development beyond a tightly drawn settlement 
boundary. Locally defined criteria would be 
required to establish the circumstances when such 
developments could be approved. 

Level 2: Corporate Council/
Housing Policy

Planning departments working on their own can only 
do so much to facilitate further self building. However 
when working in partnership with their housing 
departments this more ‘corporate’ approach can 
often deliver significant results. Indeed, many of the 
case studies in this document have involved housing 
departments and housing associations working with 
planners within their current policy framework. Some 
practical examples are discussed below.
  By adopting a corporate approach a local authority 
can often deliver more creative and innovative 
solutions. "is can involve, in addition to facilitating 
more general self build housing, the provision of 
a#ordable homes, tackling homelessness, bringing 
empty properties back into use, education and 
training opportunities. "is approach may require the 
formation of an interdepartmental project team that 
has corporate and political support.

Disposal of Council Owned Land for Self Build

Selling o# publicly owned land for self build 
development – both as part of large planned 

Example. Cherwell District Council

Here the Council has launched the ‘Build!’ initiative 
– a programme that seeks to provide 250 new homes 

across the district 
through a variety of 
projects involving 
the renovation 
of empty homes, 
providing 
watertight shells 
(which can be 
completed by self 

builders), delivering serviced plots and facilitating 
community self build. "e homes will be provided 
across all tenures. "e Council used its SHMA and 
Housing Strategy surveys to identify opportunities 
for self build. "e aims of the project have also fed 
into the Council’s wider strategies in the areas of 
economic development, planning and housing 
strategy.

Advantages:  • Delivers a!ordable housing and self build   
  opportunities
  • May o!er a more viable mix of uses for a   
  developer  • Delivery of a!ordable housing which does not
  necessarily require significant levels of   
  investment on the part of the local authority or  
  RSL  • Conventional a!ordable housing through   
  RSL provision would take place in addition to
  self build a!ordable

Advantages:  • Uses self build to help meet housing needs
  • Could contribute significantly to overall   
  housing requirements
Disadvantages:
  • Development opportunity may come with   
  restrictive criteria (for example maximum   
  house size)
  • Sites are likely to be small to medium in scale
  and therefore only provide limited opportunity   
  to meet local demand.
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developments or to facilitate smaller opportunities – 
can play a significant role in delivering more self build 
projects. Initiatives of this nature act as exemplars to 
other land owners and would-be self build groups. 
"ey also present significant opportunities to forge 
partnerships with local suppliers, developers and 
others to boost the local economy.
  Local authorities that sell plots to self builders 
help serve a local demand, and add diversity to the 
housing mix in the area. In addition to the income 
these land sales generate, this approach also sustains 
local construction jobs and supports local supply 
chains. Each self built home sustains two construction 
jobs and generates £50,000 worth of local building 
materials orders. Self build schemes also often provide 
training opportunities for local people. 
  A recent analysis by Rightproperty.com suggests 
that self builders will typically pay more (per plot) than 
a volume housebuilder, so sales to self builders can also 
be more profitable.

Level 3: Financial Assistance and 
Land Release

Release of Surplus Public Sector Land

Availability of land is one of the key barriers holding 
back the growth of the self build sector. 
  Central Government is releasing land with a 
capacity to build up to 100,000 homes by March 
2015. Custom build is an important element of this 
programme with a number of HCA managed sites 
already having been identified for dedicated custom 
build projects.

  Local authorities have a role to play by making 
their own sites available and by facilitating schemes 
on Government land in their area through their 
development plans and strategies. 

Financial Assistance

"e Government and the GLA have made a £30m 
investment fund available to provide repayable project 
finance to help unlock multi-unit custom build 
schemes. "e details of these schemes are available 
on the HCA and GLA websites, and there is a simple 
explanation of how they operate on the Self Build 
Portal.
  Both funds are open to builders, developers, 
community groups, community land trusts, RSLs and 
community organisations. 
  Local authorities have a role to play in supporting 
and promoting the Government’s Custom Build 
Investment Fund, and they can o#er similar solutions 
themselves. For example Teignbridge and Shropshire 
have created funds that can be used to facilitate the 
delivery of self build.
  Another good example is Cherwell, which 
is looking to provide self build mortgages either 
independently or in partnership with local building 
societies.
  Where funds are introduced this need not result 
in a loss of revenue, particularly where funds are 
structured on a short term repayable loan basis in line 
with EC Reference rates and limited to certain types of 
self build development.
  

Example: Derby City Council
 
On part of the huge former Rolls Royce site the 
council is working with a local community group to 
deliver 80 new homes  – half for sale; half for rent. 
"e community group is responsible for  the design 
and procurement of the new homes; the council is 
supporting the group and acting as ‘bankers’ for the 
scheme.

Example: Swindon Borough Council

Here the Council has teamed up with BuildStore 
Financial Services; a self build mortgage finance 
company, in order to provide 12 self-build plots 

on the site of the former 
Windmill Hill Primary 
School.  Each plot has 
planning permission for 
a detached 110m2   four 
bedroom home. "e plots 
will be ‘serviced’ – so 
they have mains services 
connected and roads/
drains in place. BuildStore 
arranges the finance for 

each purchaser, and the owners then construct their 
home. Typical plots will cost around £50,000 each.
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Development Management 

D
evelopment Management represents the 
front line in the delivery of the custom 
build agenda. "erefore its practices and 
processes are vital to enable well designed 

and sustainable custom build projects. It is also plays a 
crucial role in encouraging and facilitating self build. 

A Self Builder Friendly Approach

Most local authorities do not currently consider the 
needs of individual self builders in their development 
management practices. Planning authorities are 
used to dealing with a variety of applicants, but they 
don’t always understand the special circumstances 
associated with self builders. For example, many 
individual custom or self builders merge the role 
of client, project manager and contractor into one; 
and for almost all of them their self build project is 
the realisation of a long held ambition. "e majority 
have limited construction, planning or development 
knowledge so it helps if local planning authorities 
use jargon-free language and, where possible, avoid 
being overly prescriptive.
  Having said this, there are now a growing number 
of innovative new self build multi-plot schemes 
coming forward, enabled by professionals who are 
more conversant with the planning system. 

  For group self build proposals or developer-led 
self build schemes applicants are likely to favour, and 
local authorities should be open to, outline planning 
applications which establish the principle of the 
development, its mix, the location of plots (density) 
and means of access, taking account of the nature of 
the site and its context. Design details and landscaping 
can then be determined as part of a reserved matters 
application.
  Given the nature of self build development, 
applicants will want to retain a degree of flexibility 
in the approved design to enable plots to be sold or 
built out with minimal risk of refusal, or the need to 
apply for planning permission for relatively small 
scale changes to the design of their homes. Local 
authorities should therefore consider asking for a 
Design Code as part of a planning application for a 
multi-unit self build scheme which, when agreed, 
can be conditioned as part of the permission. 
Alternatively the local planning authority may wish 
to adopt a Local Development Order for a site which 
sets out the agreed form of development. Where 
possible, codes should be light touch and focus on 
key design considerations for the site and the form 
of development (such as scale, massing,  materials, 
height, layout and landscaping). Codes should not be 
overly prescriptive, as this would stifle responsible 

It is recommended that the following measures are used when local authorities deal with self build proposals.

Pro-active Pre-application discussions Consider the production of guidance material to be provided at the pre-application stage, 
in a similar way that local authorities offer guidance for householder consents. This could 
take the form of an information sheet or be more formalised into an SPD with guidance on 
different types of self-build project - from private individuals to developer led schemes.

Conditions Avoid excessive use of conditions where possible, especially on outline schemes where 
individual plot purchasers will be submitting their own proposals at the reserved matters 
stage.

Design Codes Design Codes are invaluable for self build schemes as they can identify the parameters 
and general design principles that should be followed. For example they can ensure the 
buildings are of an appropriate size and position for the plot and they can pick up on 
any locally important features. However they should also afford the self builder a degree 
of flexibility to vary the design to suit individual circumstances, particularly on larger 
sites. The Design Code could be produced by either the local planning authority or the 
developer (as part of a planning application). However it is probably more efficient to 
ask the developer to prepare a proposal, and for the local authority to condition a Design 
Code as part of a permission. It may also be useful to develop a template Design Code and 
to offer this as part of any pre-application discussions.

Development Brief This could be used for sites that are being developed by, or in conjunction with local 
authorities, especially where some infrastructure is required, or the self built element is 
part of a larger scheme. The production of a Brief could be initiated by the local planning 
authority or the developer.

Local Development Orders (LDOs) Consider the proactive use of LDOs to extend permitted development rights to cover 
self build schemes, used in conjunction with Design Codes and Briefs. This would assist 
schemes to come forward by reducing the level of regulation associated with applying for 
planning permission, while retaining firm control over the type of development considered 
acceptable locally.  NDOs provide similar opportunities at neighbourhood planning level.
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innovation and originality. "is approach would 
be consistent with Government policy set out in 
the NPPF on the use of Design Codes. It would also 
ensure that the development delivers good design and 
complies with local policy.

Deliverability

Plans must demonstrate that the development being 
proposed is deliverable. "is will inevitably be the case 
for the designation of sites for self build, particularly 
where they are intended to form part of the 5 year 
(+20%) supply. 
  "e means of establishing evidence of the 
deliverability of self build will doubtless evolve as 
greater evidence is collated and used to form the basis 
of policy. 

Viability

It is crucial that a balance is struck between 
ensuring that self build schemes are viable, and 
that they have an acceptable impact upon local 
infrastructure. "e NPPF stresses the need to 
ensure that Local Plan policies should not be 
subject to such a scale of obligations, standards 
and policy burdens that cumulatively threatens 
the Plan’s ability to be developed viably. As such it 
is impotant to recognise that for individual local 
authority, it is not so onerous that it threatens 
viability of housing delivery. "e Local Housing 
Delivery Group, chaired by Sir John Harman, has 
produced a guide (Viability Testing Local Plans: 
Advice for Planning Practitioners - June 2012) 

that contains advice as to how these issues can be 
addressed.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

As a Levy, CIL does not di#erentiate between self 
build schemes and other forms of market housing, 
so self build homes will normally be subject to any 
published CIL charging schedule for the area. 
  However, it is important that local authorities 
highlight any potential CIL charges to self builders 
as early on in the process as possible, as they may not 
be aware of the Levy and may not have taken it into 
account when budgeting for their development. It is 
important to recognise that for individual self builders 
the impact of a Levy on the viability of a scheme can be 
significant. 
  "ere is currently no mechanism within the CIL 
regulations that allows exceptions or reductions to be 
made for self builders. However local authorities are 
able to set their own Levy payment deadlines and/or 
o#er the option of paying by instalments, provided 
they publish a policy. Local authorities may wish to 
consider doing this as it would be particularly helpful 
for self builders who have a mortgage, as the monies 
are only released at key stages during the project.  
Scheduling CIL payments for the later stages of a build 
would be particularly beneficial for self builders, who 
typically incur the most significant costs at the start of 
a build.

Section 106 Obligations 

Section 106 agreements have a role to play in 
mitigating the impact of all forms of development, 
including self build projects. In the case of a#ordable 
self build schemes obligations can be used by the local 
planning authority to ensure the project meets a local 
housing need and remains ‘a#ordable’ in perpetuity 
through capping values and ensuring strict eligibility 
criteria for new residents. 
  Where CIL charging regimes are not in place 
Section 106 agreements are also likely to be used to 
secure financial contributions towards social and 
physical infrastructure such as highways, education 
etc. "e extent of such contributions needs to be 
considered proportionally with regard to viability (see 
above).

Information correct as of October 2012
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Case Studies
Cornwall:
 
 • Six self build homes in St Just in Roseland, West   
 Cornwall
 • A group of young local families have built three bed  
 cottages; all of the people involved had a connection   
 to the construction sector and did the bulk of the   
 work themselves. "e homes cost around £100,000 each  
 (less than half the local rate)
 • "e local parish council acquired a field and put this  
 into a Community Land Trust, providing the individual  
 plots for £1 each to the six families. "e CLT structure  
 ensures the homes remain a#ordable into the future

Staffordshire:

 • Outline planning permission granted for 12 self   
 build dwellings for Peveril Homes
 • Application accompanied by ‘design parameters’
 • Proposed as part of a wider development for 212   
 homes, business units, sports pitch and community   
 building

East London

 • "e Greater London Authority, with the London   
 Borough of Newham, has identified a site just north   
 of the Excel exhibition centre for an experimental urban  
 self build project • "e plot was formerly occupied by a number of   
 garages and has the potential for 8-10 town houses • "e GLA is o#ering up to £1.5million to help a   
 group facilitate a project on the site •Submissions for the site are expected to be received in  
 early 2013. • A number of other London Boroughs are understood  
 to be planning similar initiatives

Ashley Vale, Bristol:

 • Group self build to redevelop a brownfield site in   
 Bristol.
 • Provision of 40 self build homes – some individual  
 plots, some ‘self finish’ houses and flats, plus three   
 work units and a community room
 • Project led by the Ashley Vale Action Group (AVAG)
 • Strong input from neighbouring community
 • Shells for 12 of the homes were constructed by   
 AVAG and sold to self finishers
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Appendix

In this panel the basic site details are provided:
It says:
Neighbourhood – “I build a house”
Plot number – HKO635
Surface area – 319m2

Price – $121,220
In the small print below it says the price is valid until May 
2009 and includes VAT

"e plan indicates the details of the plot, its relationship to 
the road (including where there is access to the road) and 
the area that the house can be built on (the dark grey area).

"e conditions are set out here: In this case they are:  • "e plot is for one dwelling only. • "e building must be constructed in the dark grey   
 area. • "e maximum height is 14m. • Each dwelling must include one parking space on   
 the plot:  (garages are not required)

Typical Plot Passport from Almere

!ere are a variety of di"erent plots available at Almere 
– some plots are for terraced homes, some for stand 
alone properties, some for apartments. All of them are 
described with a simple ‘Plot Passport” that explains the 
main restrictions which are usually enforced though legal 
covenants. !e authorities in Almere have endeavoured to 

These are examples of two homes that have 
been built in this part of Almere

keep these as simple as possible so that people can evaluate 
the various potential plots and work out which suits them 
best. For some areas there are hardly any restrictions; in 
others there are more conditions, but most fit comfortably 
onto one page of A4.
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Further information:
Building Societies Association
Lending information for self-build in the UK
www.bsa.org.uk/docs/mortgages/lending_
information_for_self_build.pdf

Department for Communities and Local   
Government
www.communities.gov.uk

Homes and Communities Agency
www.homesandcommunities.co.uk/
www.homesandcommunities.co.uk/ourwork/
custom-build

Greater London Authority
www.london.gov.uk/
www.london.gov.uk/priorities/housing/homes-and-
communities/build-your-own-home

National Self Build Association
www.nasba.org.uk/
www.selfbuildportal.org.uk/

Locality
Provides advice for community-led organisations 
seeking to bring forward Community Right to Build 
developments.
http://locality.org.uk/

UK Co-Housing Network
Contains information about co-housing schemes
www.cohousing.org.uk/

How Many Homes?
A group of professional bodies, trade associations and 
charities with an interest in planning for housing have 
been working together to provide practical support in 
assessing how many homes are needed in local areas. 
"e first piece of work that they have developed is a 
toolkit which presents ONS/DCLG population data 
in an easy to access way. "e toolkit is freely available 
from their website
www.howmanyhomes.org
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